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Introduction

In SAP BW Implementation Projects we might encounter certain scenarios where SAP BW systems may need to connect to different ECC Source Systems during the Integration Testing phase of the project without affecting the data modeling objects in the BW environment. This document is a step by step procedure for switching source systems.

Scenario

The scenario discusses about switching ECC source systems in SAP BW Environment without affecting the data modeling objects in the BW environment. By data modeling objects, we mean transformations, update rules and transfer rules getting inactive or getting deleted. Once the source system is switched, data reload needs to happen to have the initializations and deltas to come from the new source system. Also we have to ensure that the data from old source system (both transactional and master) needs to be deleted in the BW system before reloading from the data from new source system to ensure consistency in the data from new system.
Step By Step Procedure

The environments discussed in the current context are BW system (BWQ Client 200) and ECC systems (ECQ Client 180 and ECQ Client 170). We will discuss the scenario of switching ECC source system ECQ Client 180 to ECQ Client 170 on BWQ Client 200 System.

Step 1:
In Transaction BDLS on BW system logical names of the source system need to be changed. In the ‘Old Logical System Name’ field, enter the existing source system ‘ECQCLNT180’ and in the ‘New Logical System Name’ field enter the new source system that we want to change to which is ‘ECQCLNT170’. Execute the run for this transaction in background to change the source systems.
The above step would change the source system name in the BW system. We now need to setup the connection for the new source system.

You can now see that the Technical Name of the source system got changed from ECQCLNT180 to ECQCLNT170.
Step 2:
In the next step, we need to open the BW system for change access by going to the transaction SCC4.

Select the option ‘Changes to Repository and cross-client Customizing allowed’ option for ‘Cross-Client Object Changes’ and click on save button to save the changes.

Step 3:
In the next step on the BW environment, go to Transaction SE37 and select the function module RSAP_BIW_DISCONNECT and execute.
Provide the following entries as inputs for the function module.

- RFC target sys -> Name of the RFC which the old source system used.
- I_BIW_LOGSYS -> Logical name of the BW Client. (BWQCLNT200)
- I_OLTP_LOGSYS -> Logical name of the old ECC Client. (ECQCLNT180)
- I_FORCE_DELETE -> X.

The following step would delete the entries needed for the source system change in the table RSBASIDOC.

### Test Function Module: Initial Screen

- **Test for function group**: RSAG
- **Function module**: RSAP_BIW_DISCONNECT
- **RFC target sys**: ECQCLNT180

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Import parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I_BIW_LOGSYS</td>
<td>BIOCLNT180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_OLTP_LOGSYS</td>
<td>ECOCLNT180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_FORCE_DELETE</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also we need to execute the same function module in old ECC source system with the same inputs to delete the entries needed for the source system change. In this context we are executing the function module in ECC source system Client 180. Ensure that the table entries for the BW system are deleted in Table RSBASIDOC.
Step 4:

In the next step, open the client for changes using transaction SCC4 in the new source system which is ECQ Client 170 using the same procedure described for BW environment above.

Change the RFC connections from Client 180 to 170. You can do so in transaction SM59.
Step 5:

In the next step, in the BW environment go to RSA1 to restore the connection for ECQCLNT170 system.

Enter ALEREMOTE username and password for this procedure.
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Step 6:

In the next step do the check and use connections. After that replicate the source system objects.

This job can be executed in the background if it has to replicate lot of data sources.
Check to see if the partner profiles are active in WE20 transaction if you face any error during the replication Process.
Step 7:

In the next step select ‘Yes’ for reactivating all transfer structures and data sources.

With this step the source system switch is finished. Close the BW system and new ECC source system for any changes by using the transaction SCC4 as described in the previous steps.

Do a final check of the source system by right click on source system and select option ‘Check’ to see if the source system is correctly mapped. After this you can start loading the data from the new source system. But remember to delete all the data from the BW system concerning the old ECC source system otherwise you might see inconsistent data in the new BW system.
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice

This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.

SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document, and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.

SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this document.